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Cutter & Paste: A DIY Guide for Catalogers Who Don't Know About Zines and Zine Librarians Who Don't Know About Cataloging
By Jenna Freedman and Rhonda Kauffman

The subtitle of the book containing this chapter being Library and Information Skills in Social Justice Movements and Beyond, this essay is about informing and empowering library workers with subject expertise in zines (or another special collections area) to do their own cataloging. DIY (do it yourself) is an ethos inherent in the anarchopunk community that produces many of the zines housed in the Barnard Zine Library. Being able to do it yourself, allows a person to take a more active role in activities others are more passive about—healthcare, home projects, crafts, and cooking, so why not cataloging? As a reference librarian, co-author Jenna Freedman could conceive and initiate a collection of zines in her library, but initially she had to turn over the cataloging to someone who had expertise in original cataloging, but no particular knowledge of or interest in zines. Eventually Freedman wore down her colleagues, requested training and then continued learning on her own and with the help of special collections catalogers and zinester-turned-Cataloging/Metadata Librarian Rhonda Kauffman, co-author of this chapter. Kauffman was fluent in both cataloging and zine culture and greatly informed the practice this chapter details.

Before we go much further, we want to note that many catalogers work with materials about which they are not expert, and do a fine job of it. We're not dissing cataloging training and experience or catalogers themselves. It is possible, though, that by having technical skills and password-enabled power, they can have more influence, or even control, over what gets cataloged and how. Just as a reference librarian might seek out a cataloging colleague's expertise on a research inquiry in a subject about which the cataloger is knowledgeable, can't reference librarians share their special knowledge in the catalog? The answer is yes, but it takes work. You don't just jump into OCLC Connexion and start typing. That's where this chapter comes in. We hope that the following step-by-step guide to cataloging zines using the AACR2R (Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, Second Edition) will enable both catalogers who don't know about zines and zine librarians who don't know about cataloging to do justice to zines and their readers. 

Most non-catalogers tend to roll their eyes at the MARC codes and punctuation peculiarities, but it is our hope that you will be able to use this article as a guide to implement item-level cataloging of zines in your integrated library system (ILS), even for those new to cataloging. There are rules to follow, but there are websites that provide guidance on where and how to record information. Cataloging zines is the same as cataloging any other special library material such as, posters or rare books; it requires some sleuthing to find or infer information about the publisher and author, and create subject headings. Catalogers have been doing that since forever, so there is really no reason why you can't start cataloging zines at your library right away. 

If you're reading this article, you or someone at your library might already know what zines are, why they're important, and why libraries should collect them. If you don't, we encourage you to read From A to Zine: Building a Winning Zine Collection in Your Library (Bartel, 2004), “Why Zines Matter: Materiality and the Creation of Embodied Community” (Piepmeier, 2008), or Freedman's earlier zine cataloging essay (Freedman, 2008) where she defines zines and provides a justification for collecting and preserving them. 

We will take a moment to address why it's helpful for zines to be included in a library catalog, along with the library's other holdings, and thereby in a union catalog, if the library is part of one. In a recent discussion on the Zine Librarians discussion list, Freedman (2012b) argued for ILS cataloging for zines, versus describing them as one might describe archival or special collections materials:

Zines can be cataloged at the item (or series) level like other library materials such as books and magazines. Archival holdings are more readily described in finding aids--or on a catablog--because they have lots of discrete and disparate bits. Also, many people who are looking for primary sources know they're looking for primary sources and have a chance of stumbling their way to the finding aids portal. They've probably already checked the catalog first. But lots of people researching topics covered in zines don't know of their existence, or that they can be used in an academic (or a leisure!) context. If zines are returned in a catalog search, though, the researcher will skip merrily to the zine stacks and write a paper informed by points of view they've never considered before. Also the sun will come out from behind a cloud and cats and dogs will embrace and sing. 

Once you or someone at your library has embraced the point of view that zines should be item-level cataloged in your institutions ILS, you have to get down to the craft of cataloging materials that often exhibit drastic inconsistencies in authorship, title, publication location, size and content. Freedman faced these challenges as someone who had taken and enjoyed two cataloging classes in library school but had never had her hands in an actual catalog. (Why on earth don't more library schools or ILS vendors set up sandboxes so students can get meaningful experience cataloging?) She was, however, an extremely catalog-centric reference librarian who had an enormous personal stake in zines being cataloged thoughtfully and thoroughly, though perhaps not as carefully as a real cataloger might like them to be. Fortunately, she has had excellent guidance on zine cataloging from Barnard Director of Collection Services Michael Elmore; Seattle University Metadata Librarian Rick Block; and Kauffman, former Barnard Library zine intern and now Freedman's personal cataloging guru. 

The Barnard College Library isn't the only library cataloging zines in its ILS. Freedman has copy cataloged records from Bowling Green State University, the Multnomah County Library and others. A WorldCat search for the beloved afropunk zine Shotgun Seamstress (Atoe, 2006) reveals that it is held by Barnard College/Columbia University, Brooklyn College, the Brooklyn Museum, Sarah Lawrence College, the University of California at Irvine, and the University of Connecticut, so you can see that several libraries have already gotten on board cataloging zines like their other holdings. 

It should be noted that cataloging zines can be time consuming, as can cataloging musical scores, websites, or video recordings, or doing any original cataloging. At the very least, providing subject, title, author, and summaries are invaluable to a researcher. Even so, we've flagged a few fields as "core elements" that really ought to be included, even if one is forced to sacrifice the others.  

Before we dive into cataloging, let's talk about zines a little.

Zines are sometimes published in numerical sequence like a serial/journal/periodical, but it is often difficult to decipher if a zine's issue at hand is part of a serial sequence, because it might not say so anywhere on the zine. A zine librarian must use detective skills to determine the "seriality" of a zine. Or, zines might be "one-offs" that can be treated like monographs, or a monographic series. They are not an issue from a series, and sometimes zinesters who publish a serial-like zine may decide to make a one-off zine.

The rest of this article will consist of our going through the cataloging fields used at Barnard, in order. You'll see that some of the practice is entirely standard, and some represents a house style informed by our specialized knowledge and patron use of zines. You'll note that Freedman has been cataloging according to AACR2R specifications and has not yet begun to explore how RDA or the metadata schema xZINECOREx might affect her practice (more on that later). The examples we give are all from zines held at Barnard and shared with the permission of the zine publishers when they could be found. 

Cataloging Fields
First off, you have to decide whether to catalog the zine as a monograph or a serial because your catalog probably already has a template set up for each of these. 

Leader
The leader (Library of Congress, 2010) describes the type of cataloging record you've got (look at position 7 for an "m" or "s" for monograph and serial, respectively)​[1]​. The encoding level can vary from institution to institution, and it is best to check with your cataloging department on what in to put in this field. 

008	Fixed-Length Data Elements
The Fixed Fields provide information about what's in the cataloging record, a lot of which is duplication of the MARC variable fields (the text fields you're more familiar with). For example, if you have a bibliography that is recorded in the 504 field, you need to indicate that in the 008's "Cont  Nature of Contents" field. Most of this field is pretty self-evident. For example, if the zine is in English, code it eng in the language field. We default everything to containing illustrations and biographical information. 

100	Main Entry-Personal Name (Core element)
Even if you're not a cataloger, if you remember your cataloging class at all, you know that the 100 is the author field. An author is the person most responsible for thinking up and creating this thing in your hand. There may be other people who helped the author create the thing, like an editor, contributor or illustrator; save these folks for the added entry fields, the 7XX. We've also been known to use 110 (Main Entry Corporate Name) for items collectively published, (e.g. 110 2_ ǂa INCITE! Women of Color Against Violence Ad-Hoc Community Accountability Working Group Meeting (2005)). While, of course, a collective is far from being a corporation, one of the definitions of the field is, "According to various cataloging rules, main entry under corporate name is assigned to works that represent the collective thought of a body" (Library of Congress, 2007).

In zine land, as in other places, authors are complicated. Zinesters use fake last names, provide no last names, take the name of their zine as their last name, change their last names due to marriage or a gender transition. They sometimes choose to use their real name eventually, or determine that they don't want their real name to appear in a library catalog even if it was originally printed in their zine. 

As members of the zine community ourselves, we privilege zinesters' mores over some tenets of librarianship. We imagine that other special collections librarians identify strongly with their subjects but don't bend or ignore library rules. We won't comment on other people's practices (or maybe we will; we'll see), but we feel that putting zinesters first is particularly important because of the age and politics of many of the publishers. Many of the zines at Barnard were written by teenage girls. If they change their minds about being publicly identified with their work, either while they're still teens because the association may subject them to ridicule or abuse from peers or parents, or years later because their views or how they want to express them has evolved, it's right to honor that change. Another of our unorthodox practices is to list zine editors (not just authors) in the 1XX. Zines do not often change editors, like magazines do. 

Freedman has not been empowered to create authority files for names, so she does the best she can to apply them consistently, using the author's current preference as a guide. She determines the author's preference directly from the person, as much as possible. She attempts to include birth dates with the ǂd delimiter. 

On a related note, the practice at Barnard for assigning call numbers is to Cutter​[2]​ on the author's name. With multiple authors who go only by "Erin," for example, we will use last names to derive the Cutter if we know them, even if we're not including them in the public catalog. This system doesn't give the authors total privacy, but with the extra effort required to guess the person's last name, it gives them adequate protection while also providing a form of collocation for researchers someday when the zinesters and catalogers are dead and gone. 

245	Title Statement (Core element)
Our practice in cataloging distinct issues of serials has changed since 2008, when Freedman published "AACR2—Bendable but Not Flexible: Cataloging Zines at Barnard College" in Radical Cataloging: Essays at the Front, so pay attention. 

Back in the day, Freedman would have cataloged issue 36 of Corina Fastwolf and Phlox Icona's long-running serial zine Sugar Needle: Licorice Is Sexy as Licorice Is Sexy (Fastwolf, 2012), putting Sugar Needle only in the 830, the Series Added Entry field. We've come to conclude that divorcing the title from the subtitle is confusing to the user, so now the 245 for this record looks like:

245 10 ǂa Sugar needle. ǂn #36, ǂp Licorice is sexy / ǂc Corina Fastwolf and Phlox Icona.​[3]​ 

Previously Freedman didn't include the statement of responsibility (in this case, Corina and Phlox), out of ignorance. Now she does because titles are occasionally duplicated by other zines, as well as by other library holdings, e.g. Muchacha by Daisy Salinas (2011).  

Whether or not to catalog a serial with a distinctive title or content is a judgment call. If the issue's content differs significantly from that of other issues (e.g. Chica Loca #3 (Endara, 1995), “Special report directly from the third world,” was written during and about Lala's visit home to Ecuador), or if it has visual elements (e.g. a screenprinted cover) or was issued with accessories like a CD or a bag of valentine hearts, and you want to make note of the unusual elements in the record, cataloging it separately might best serve the zine and its potential readers. 

If the title is inferred or gotten from a place other than the prescribed sources of information—which is typically the title page, the verso of the title page, and the colophon—then you need to put the title in brackets and make a note in the 500 field, e.g. "Cover title" or "Cataloger-supplied title."

240 	Uniform Title
Zinesters love to change things around a lot, so a title may change spelling from issue to issue (e.g. Boredom Sucks vs. Boredom Sux (Martin, n.d.)). Applying to monographs, this field uses the name of the title that it is most known as, and you can type in the title however it appears on the item in the 245.  For serials, use the 130. These fields help to collocate all the items under one uniform title, so that a user can click on the uniform title link in the search results and see all items for that title.

246	Varying Form of Title
We frequently need to add an alternate title, due to the usual things like providing access points for the use of ampersands vs. ands. There are often misspellings, abbreviations, and special characters in zine titles; the 246 is where you spell it all out, e.g. "Shivers & sparkles" (Arbabi, 2005) needs a 246 for "Shivers and sparkles.” It's all about providing access. A user may also search for the title spelling out the "and" vs. using the "&," and we want to anticipate different search avenues.

250	Edition Statement
As with other materials, sometimes revised or otherwise altered editions of a zine are released. For example, in the record for the second edition of Instigations from the Whore Revolution: A Third Wave Feminist Response to the Sex Work "Controversy" (Koyama, 2002), we note in the summary that it contains "greater debate about working-class prostitutes" in order to show what has changed between editions.

260	Publication, Distribution, etc. (Imprint) (Core element)
This is a basic field, one we've been using since the beginning, when Michael Elmore developed the practice that Freedman eventually took over. When creating records in OCLC Connexion, we note that other catalogers make greater use of brackets [ ] than we like to. We sometimes see them applied even when the location or date is included in the zine, which we find to be delegitimizing. Catalogers use the brackets when any information is inferred or gotten from a place other than the prescribed sources of information (again, the title page, the verso of the title page, and the colophon). These are the places a cataloger knows where to look, so if the information in the 260 is in brackets, then the cataloger knows that the information was gathered from somewhere else. So, if the date was inferred from a postage mark or a date of a journal entry on page five, then that information is supposed to go in a bracket. A lot of the 260 should end up being in brackets for zines, but we’ve been a bit lax with this rule at Barnard.

If the place of publication, ǂa, isn't clearly identified in the zine, we will attempt to determine it from the zine's postmark or content, by contacting the publisher, by doing research online, or by reading other zines. Many zines, especially zines from the 1990s, are hand-addressed to the recipient, on the back cover of the zine. Freedman sought a solution for discerning these zines' publication dates by asking Lauren Jade Martin, who donated about 500 zines to the library, to provide a dateline of her postal addresses so that Jenna could determine from the address on a zine at least when it had been received, if not published. Martin, who began making zines in high school and who, like many zine publishers, was somewhat transient, provided seven addresses in two NYC boroughs and three states for a seventeen-year period (L.J. Martin, personal communication, November 13, 2006).

Some zines are published by a third party or list a publishing, press, or production name. In those cases, that name is listed in the ǂb, name of publisher/distributor. We do not use it to indicate a zine distro​[4]​ that distributes, but an entity that publishes or produces the zine itself. When no publishing name is given, we use "the author." We've noted that other catalogers will give the author's name or the author's first initial and last name, as if the person is some sort of official publisher. We hope that "the author" will be useful for identifying self-publishers. When cataloging unruly materials like zines, it's a good idea to be adaptable. 

Zinesters are notoriously bad about dating their work, so entering something into the ǂc “Date of Publication, Distribution, etc.” subfield can be a challenge, but one well worth undertaking. Zine researchers, like researchers using any other primary sources and special collections materials, will want to know as best as they can when an item was published for the sake of context, to know how old the author was when they wrote it, and so on. The date can be an estimate; just indicate so with a question mark. If you are pretty sure, but not positive, that it was published in 1999, use [1999?]. If you estimate the decade, use a dash: [199-?]. 

300	Physical Description (Core element)
Nothing controversial here, though generally an effort is made to count pages and put the total in the ǂa in brackets if no page numbering exists, rather than listing the zine as "unpaginated." Nearly every zine is illustrated, so the ǂb normally gets an "ill." If it's a minicomic or art zine, we'll note "chiefly ill." If a zine comes with a CD, coloring pages, a separate map, or anything else that is not "inside "the zine but accompanies it and will stay with the zine in the collection, it can be added it in the ǂe Accompanying material subfield.

500	General Note
The 5XX fields are where catalogers put notes to let other people know about where information was obtained, or to give more bibliographic information about the work. The 500 field is the one for all kinds of information, including, for monographs—or, in zine parlance, "one-offs"—how you identified the title. Pretty often that's from the cover. We've heard conflicting arguments about "cover title" vs. "title from cover" and have chosen the former for its simplicity. We've also said "title from inside cover," "…from title page," "…from first sentence" (sometimes zines don't have an apparent title, and you have to call them something), and "…from author."

For-real catalogers probably think it's highly annoying that the 500 ends up being such a catch-all that it's practically a Misc., when the whole idea of this complicated system is that everything has its place. However, sometimes stuff ends up here because of how your ILS presents information. We wanted to put provenance in the 541 (Immediate Source of Acquisition Note), and that's perhaps where it should ideally go, but since the 541 doesn't show in the public interface, we have to add even more miscellaneous information in the 500. 

We identify the donor or how/where a zine was acquired like so:
500 __ ǂa Gift of Felix Endara, donated in 2007. ǂ5 NNBa. 
Or
500 __ ǂa Purchased at the Women of Color Zine Symposium in 2012. ǂ5 NNBa. 

The ǂ5 is an institution code, which can be found by searching the MARC Code List for Organizations (Library of Congress, 2011).

Notes fields that others might use, but that we don't at Barnard because of how our ILS is configured, include:
501	With Note
515	Numbering Peculiarities Note
542	Information Relating to Copyright Status
563	Binding Information  (e.g. "Japanese stab binding")

We've also used the Notes field for things like, "The zine was made for Sara Jaffe's Barnard Pre-College Program writing about the arts class."​[5]​ 

504	Bibliography, Etc. Note
As with other library materials, this field is good for "Includes bibliographical references," "Includes endnotes," etc. 

505	Formatted Contents Note
This is the most labor-intensive thing to do: adding tables of contents information to zine records. But the payoff, particularly for compilation zines (like anthologies), where we can enter all of the contributors' names and the titles of their articles, essays, comics, photographs, poems, etc. is well worth it. 

The ǂg is for miscellaneous text, used if a descriptive text was added to let you know it's the introduction, part 1 or issue 3. ǂt is for Title, and the ǂr is for Statement of Responsibility (the ǂc in the 245). The "--" creates a hard return in the public record.

Here's what a few entries in the record for Evolution of a Race Riot, edited by Mimi Thi Nguyen (1997) look like:  

ǂt Introduction / ǂr Mimi Nguyen --  ǂt Letters --  ǂt War cries and battle scars / ǂr Helen Luu --  ǂt The grass is always greener / ǂr Mimi Llano​[6]​

The above coding presents like this, in the public side of the catalog:
Introduction / Mimi Nguyen 
Letters 
War cries and battle scars / Helen Luu 
The grass is always greener / Mimi Llano

You can also do a simplified or basic contents note without the t's and r's:
505 0_ Introduction / Mimi Nguyen -- Letters -- War Cries and battle scars / Helen Luu – The grass is always greener / Mimi Llano.

Useful, right? One can enter tables of contents whenever they present themselves, and even sometimes when they don't, as was the case with Evolution of a Race Riot. Evolution was such an important zine and had so many noted contributors that Freedman, with permission, derived a TOC herself. 

Tables of contents are also included for multiple issues of a zine in one record, as we did for Angry Young Woman (Gloria, 1994):

505 00 ǂg Issue 1. ǂt Talkin' baseball: of greediness and thanklessness -- ǂt Men: I love to hate them (and hate to love them) -- ǂt Keeping abreast of it: welfare moms and the public tit -- ǂt Bobby's boys: lawless athletes with free scholarships, police immunity and a mouth, crass jerk for a coach -- ǂt What do Cathy and I have in common? We're both disgusted with ourselves.

505 00 ǂg Issue 2. ǂt Only the lonely: Chinese and Indian men are running short of pussy -- ǂt Hey whitey! Want a taco? The confusion of straddling two cultures -- ǂt Say "yes" to Michigan (and the Midwest): my boss solves the homeless problem -- ǂt The meet market: it sucks, even on the info highway -- ǂt Work is hell: when the owner of the place you work is your worst nightmare of sexism and stupidity -- ǂt Why Gloria hates to read women's magazines: a one page rant and rave.

There are three more issues, all analyzed, but we're trying to keep this chapter from getting out of control.​[7]​

520	Summary, Etc.
This is the field that is often used for back-of-the-book copy and other descriptions. At Barnard, student workers create original abstracts for all monographs and create or add to descriptions for serial records as needed. The students are directed to shoehorn relevant and vernacular keywords into the abstracts, and to use the summary field to describe the zinester and the physical appearance of the zine, as well as its content. This field is incredibly useful and worth the money Barnard and the work study fairy spend on paying the students to read and write about zines for five to ten hours a week. Currently Freedman is blessed to have two students who are excellent writers and have knowledge of punk, queer, and DIY cultures. 

The vernacular keywords are invaluable to researchers and leisure readers who are not well served by Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) as access points. More on that when we get to the 650 field!
  
588	Source of Description Note
This field identifies where the cataloger got information to create the serial catalog record. A description of the first record for a serial can be very different from the fifteenth issue of the record.A description of a serial's first issue can be very different from the description of the fifteenth. It goes something like: ǂa Description based on : no. 1, published in [2000 or 2001]; title from cover.

6XX 	Subject Headings (Core element)
The 6XX fields provide subject access based on the thesaurus or vocabulary coded in the second indicator. These could be LCSH, National Library of Medicine Medical Subject Headings, Getty's Art and Architecture Thesaurus, or other vocabularies. Subject headings should cover as narrow a topic as possible on whatever the item is about. Catalogers often say this is where we capture the "aboutness" of the work. 

We mostly use LCSH, and ideally we use ClassificationWeb to search for headings. If you're not fortunate enough to subscribe to ClassWeb, you can always search the LC Authorities at http://authorities.loc.gov or the LC linked data service for authorities and subjects at http://id.loc.gov (​http:​/​​/​id.loc.gov​/​​) by subject. LCSH is a controlled vocabulary, so there are preferred terms for things, and directions for you to use certain words over another or suggestions to look under related or similar terms that might fit your item's subject. Generally speaking, the controlled vocabulary helps to bring synonyms or related terms together in a hierarchical, syndetic structure. 

The subject of an item can be divided into types, including corporate, title, meetings, subject, and form. 

610	Subject Added Entry-Corporate Name	
This is the field for works that are about a group, what LC calls a “corporate name.” Check LC authority records for authorized forms of names. If a group is responsible for authoring the item, and the item is not about the group itself, this goes under a 710 field, for Added Corporate entry. For example:

610 20 ǂa Barnard College. ǂb Library. ǂb Zine club. (Barnard Zine Club, 2012)

630	Subject Added Entry-Uniform Title
ǂa My so-called life (Television program) ǂx Analysis, appreciation (Demon Angela, 1995).
The above heading, in this case describing a zine/fanzine called Demon Angela (no author listed), is so awesome and represents such a ubiquitous topic in zines from 1995 that we were tempted to type it in all caps, but we didn't want to confuse you. 

650	Subject Added Entry-Topical Term​[8]​






It's also unfortunate that SACO rejected ǂv Zines as a form subdivision, which is an additional term you can add onto a subject heading to indicate the form of an item, for example:
650_0 ǂa Stay-at-home mothers. 
650_0 ǂa Stay-at- home mothers ǂv Diaries.
The latter subject heading with the form subdivision of ǂd Diaries yields items that are a first-person account of being a stay-at-home mother. The former can be anything about stay-at-home mothers.

So, with LC's rejection of the ǂv Zines, we can only identify items about zines, rather than zines themselves, in the 650. One cannot assign 650 _0 ǂa Single mothers ǂz United States ǂy21st century ǂv Zines, which would help readers find more zines about 21st century American single mothers. The only way to capture the form of a zine in a subject heading is to use it in the 655 field.

Sanford Berman (2005) notes that there is no cross-reference in the zines subject heading to fanzines or vice versa, and LC has no established headings for "zine distributors" or "zine libraries." 

In an attempt to counter the U.S.-centric and other biases inherent in LCSH, we like to be specific about the country the zine is about. Our eyes are on future researchers when we include the century. It's a little awkward with the zines in the Barnard collection because they were almost all published close to the turn of the century (and millennium!). With Riot grrrl movement (Library of Congress, n.d.), however, 20th vs. 21st century makes a big difference, even to contemporary researchers. 

Another perhaps unorthodox (read: inappropriate) way Barnard uses the field is to describe zine publishers, rather than just the content of the zines. We go out of our way to acquire zines by women of color. Therefore, our collection is of particular interest to people doing research on women of color. Therefore, it seems prudent to make a zine publisher's racial identity prominent in the record, e.g. Picaflor, by Celia C. Perez (1999): 

650 _0 ǂa Hispanic American women.
650 _0 ǂa Cuban American women.
650 _0 ǂa Mexican American women.
650 _0 ǂa Graduate students ǂz United States.
650 _0 ǂa Racism ǂx Political aspects ǂz United States.
650 _0 ǂa Local transit ǂz Florida ǂv Anecdotes.

We keep a spreadsheet of the LC subject headings we've applied to Barnard zines at http://tinyurl.com/zinesLCSH (​http:​/​​/​tinyurl.com​/​zinesLCSH​). 

651	Subject Added Entry-Geographical Name
The lovely 651 field showcases places that a work is about. A fun subdivision is the topical "Description and travel," which is just what it sounds like. 
From There are not enough hours in the day for all the bitching I have to do by Lynette Koh (ca. 1990): 651_0 ǂa Seattle (Wash.)  ǂx Description and travel.

655	Index Term-Genre/Form
This is how we conquer the form issue referenced in the 650 section. Every zine is assigned 655 _0 Zines.  

One or more genre terms are assigned with a _7 indicator, which necessitates a ǂ2 with the explanation "local." 

655 _7s include but are not limited to:
	24-hour zines. These are zines that were made from start to finish in a 24-hour period. Zinesters often create such zines during July, which is International Zine Month. There is a website devoted to the project, 24 Hour Zine Thing, at http://24hourzines.com (​http:​/​​/​24hourzines.com​/​​). 
	Art zines. Susan Thomas (2009, p. 28) writes, "The form of art zines may include silk-screened covers, assemblage (including inserts or attachments of three-dimensional objects like stickers, badges, patches, photographs, toys, seeds, or DVDs), or collage—either pasted onto paper or photocopied.
	Catalog zines. This applies to zine distro catalogs. 
	Compilation zines. Edited by one or more people, or a collective, these are typically themed volumes, with writings generated from a call for submissions. 
	DIY zines. Topics taught encompass cooking, crafting, graywater reclamation, and more. 
	Fanzines.​[9]​ Fanzines are devoted to science fiction, music, candy, stars of the academy, television shows, libraries, and anything else you can think of.
	Literary zines. Primarily comprised of poems, fiction, and essays, lit zines have some overlap with chapbooks. 
	Mamazines. These are zines that are mostly about parenting. We call zines by people who identify as men mamazines, as well, which we probably shouldn't, but it's not relevant in the collection at Barnard since the vast majority of its holdings are by women.​[10]​ 
	Minicomics. These differ from comics in that they are most often about the author/artist's own life, rather than someone fictional. They physically resemble zines rather than the average comic, in terms of size and how they're reproduced (being half or quarter-sized​[11]​, and photocopied). 
	One-page folding-zines. These are zines folded and cut a certain way from one sheet of paper (or whatever material). 
	Personal zines. Also known as perzines, they detail the author's life in essays, anecdotes, lists, journal entries, comics, photos, art, haiku, recipes, etc. 
	Political zines. These can be hard to distinguish from political pamphlets. Elements that differentiate them are the same as noted above in personal zines, as well as a subjective—though not unfairly biased—perspective on the topic. 
	Program zines. Zine fest organizers often create a companion zine that contains workshop schedules, maps, vendor listings, and guides to the location. 
	Review zines. These zines review other zines. Some contain reviews exclusively. Others also have articles and other ziney elements. 
	School zines. Any zine made for an assignment or grade and not created purely from the author's own motivation. 
	Split zines. Usually made by two authors with each having its own cover and half of the zine, which the reader switches between by turning and flipping the zine.

You may notice that some of the above genres describe the form of the zine (e.g. minicomics, split zines) and others the contents (personal zines, political zines). This is a mistake Freedman made early on and doesn't know how to fix other than by assigning multiple terms to a zine as needed, like for a minicomic that is also a personal zine. 

7XX	Added Entry Fields
The added entry fields provide additional access to people, groups, or meetings that contributed to the creation of a work.

700	Added Entry-Personal Name
We use this field for non-main entry authors and editors, including notable contributors and split zine co-authors. 

710	Added Entry-Corporate Name 
This field is used for a group that contributed to the creation of a work but is not directly responsible for its creation, sort of along the lines of "brought to you by…" or "in association with…" 

780 & 785 	Preceding & Succeeding Entry
Serial zines sometimes change their names. The 780 and 785 help you connect old and new titles. Indicators create “continues” and “continued by” relationships. A serial record may change names throughout its life. The current record for a title may have a link to the 780 (the preceding title), and the record for that preceding title will have a link to the 785 for the succeeding title. These links can be transferred to the catalog, so a user can see the development of the title over time. Note that the preceding record should have its volume coverage "closed" in the 362 field.

830	Series Added Entry-Uniform Title
This is the field that connects distinct titled issues of monographic series. Librarians who wish to catalog their zines as monographs can use the 830/490 to bring together all issues of the same zine under the uniform title in the 830. A monographic series is “[a] group of separate items related to one another by the fact that each item bears, in addition to its own title proper, a collective title applying to the group as a whole. The individual items may or may not be numbered” (Library of Congress Cataloging Distribution Service, 2013c). This is the initial approach we took before we branched off and decided to catalog zines as periodicals, with the “collective title” essentially being the main title of the zine.​[12]​

Earlier, this idea was introduced in the section about the 245 with regard to Sugar Needle. The 830 is the uniform title, so, like the 240, it is the one title a series is known as. "Normal" bibliographic items usually have an authorized form, that is, a uniform title that an item will now and hereafter be known as (check out LC authorities and search for a title). Zines, of course, have no LC-authorized form of name. 

The 830 is linked to a 490 or 500 note that shows the series title as it appears directly on the item in hand, so that's why there may be discrepancies between the two fields. The 490/500 notes are as-is; the 830 is authorized. When you click on the title as it appears in the 830, you should in theory get all the items associated with that title.

That being said, we typically don't add a 490 or 500 note. Having a 490 adds an extra, often redundant note in the public catalog, and we don't know what we would even put in the 500 that would do anything but clutter the record. 

We use ǂa for the title and after a " ;" either ǂn or ǂv for the number or volume, as appropriate.

856	Electronic Location and Address
You can add a URL or other electronic access points to a record, not that we've ever used the 856 for anything other than first indicator 4, HTTP (Library of Congress, 2003). For the second indicator, we've used 0 – resource, 1 – version of resource and 3 – related resource. 

View the record for Minutiae, No. 2. Wandering sweet pea by Aijung Kim (2009) for an example: 856 42 ǂu http://aijungkim.com ǂz Website


Classification and Call Numbers
When we first started shelving zines at Barnard, Michael Elmore—who, as we wrote earlier, devised the original cataloging practice at Barnard and cataloged the zines until Freedman took over with the help of library school graduate student interns such as Rhonda—attempted to assign LC classification numbers to the zines. He convinced Jenna that determining subjects for the zines was impractical and that most of them would end up in the AC2s (we're an LC library), and instead to assign Cutter numbers based on the author, if known, or the title, if not. We're happy with the decision. We think it serves the zines and researchers best to group them by author as best we can.  
Here's an example of a call number for Yo Ridiculous: A Split Zine by Silvia Chenault and Kelly Caplan (2007?): Zines T67y 2007. We do worry that the call numbers will become unwieldy. Some of them already are, e.g. Zines R334455u, assigned to Ugly Mug by RAchelle (1998).

Barnard's zine collection is housed in two locations, Barnard Special Collections and Barnard, which is for the circulating copy.​[13]​ Special collections call number labels are applied via a typed acid-free flag, and stacks copies get a barcode and spine label. We now create an item for each issue of a serial for both special collections and stack zines. The latter always got its own item records because the barcode necessitated it. Creating an item record for each issue of a serial will help us get a better grip on the total number of zines we hold. 

Adding the date to the call number is a relatively new innovation in Barnard zine cataloging, but of course it's not new for us to assign Cutter numbers.

Things to Think about

Split zines. Sometimes zine authors smash together multiple issues into a single one, which is what we call a "split" zine—for example, Stab #6 and Root #4 brought together in one issue (Edworthy & Evans, 2005). Sometimes the authors give the special issue its own title; for these, the special title goes in the 245, but access to the individual issues of each author's zines is given in a 700 added entry field:

700 1_ ǂa Edworthy, Sonia. ǂt Stab. ǂn No. 6
700 1_ ǂa Evans, Sarah, ǂd 1980-. ǂt Root. ǂn No. 4

The 505 contents would appear as:  505 00 ǂt Stab / ǂr by Sonia Edworthy -- ǂt Root / ǂr Sarah Evans.

Sometimes, there is no special (or "collective") title for the issue. In this case, we would follow AACR2 rules for items without collective titles, such as Rule 1.1G (Library of Congress Cataloging Distribution Service, 2013b), which basically says that the work is treated as a unit, that the first title listed is depicted as the first title in the 245, and that the other titles and authors are listed in the order they appear, with the information also given in a contents note. 

Here is an example of a split zine record title (Dearest & Ries, 2011): 
Culture slut. ǂn No. 24 / ǂc Amber Dearest. Motor city kitty. No. 16 / Brianna Ries.

Because these are also serials, access is provided to the authors and titles in a 700 field:
700 1_ ǂa Ries, Brianna. ǂt Motor city kitty. ǂn No. 16
The first author is given the main entry (100) with title access in the 245 ǂa.

Finally, a Catalog Record!
After all this work, a catalog record is created! We hope this list is not overwhelming! We didn't say it was easy, but it is really, really fun. Our intention is to help you as you catalog and for this paper to be a resource. 

Below is an example of a Barnard serial bibliographic zine record (Vo, 2011).





035  __ ǂa(OCoLC)ocn824052041
040  __ ǂa ZCU ǂc ZCU ǂd ZCU
035  __ ǂa(OCoLC)824052041
049  __ ǂa ZCUA
100  1_ ǂaVo, Anna.
245  10 ǂa Fix my head / ǂc Vo and Jamie.
260  __ ǂa Berlin, Germany : ǂb The editor ; ǂc 2011-
300  __ ǂa v. : ǂb ill. ; ǂc 28 cm.
310  __ ǂa Irregular
500  __ ǂa Gift of the author, donated in 2012. ǂ5 NNBa
505  00 ǂg. ISSUE 2. ǂt The lady issue... (subtitle) -- ǂt Intro / ǂr Vo -- ǂt Intro / ǂr J  -- ǂt Christine from Deathrats -- ǂt Bryony from Good Throb -- ǂt Sam from Lich and Battle of the Wolf 359 -- ǂt Things I love to hate to hear / ǂr Vo  -- ǂt MZ from Mellow Yellow Aotearoa -- ǂt Meghan from Ampere and Siamese Twins  -- ǂt Pettybone -- ǂt Meghan from Punch -- ǂt Community accountability for sexual violence interview with Vo / ǂr Transformative Justice, EU  -- ǂt Andy from Agatha and the Christies.
[…]
588  __ ǂa Description based on: [No. 2], published in 2011; title from cover.
650  _0 ǂa Women in music ǂx Political aspects ǂy 21st century.
650  _0 ǂa Punk culture ǂy 21st century.
650  _0 ǂa Punk rock music ǂv Interviews.
650  _0 ǂa Asian American women.
650  _0 ǂa African American women.
650  _0 ǂa Hispanic American women.
655  _0 ǂa Zines.
655  _7 ǂa Political zines. ǂ2 local
700  0_ ǂa Jamie.
856  4_ ǂu http://annavo.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/fmh-2-us-paper-size.pdf ǂz No. 2, formatted for US paper size

Future Implications
Does it seem silly to write a paper on how to catalog zines using AACR2 when new standards are being adopted? Perhaps. But the guidelines discussed here are generally transferable to Resource Description and Access (RDA) records. Most important is having a grasp of the principles of basic cataloging as library cataloging and metadata move more into the collaborative spaces of the Internet, linking data and sharing and harvesting metadata between individuals and institutions. The fields discussed above may seem very MARC-specific, but understanding the difference between the 100/author field and the 700/added entry field may help you better understand the difference between Dublin Core metadata elements for creator and contributor (Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, 2011), and perhaps get you ready to use non-MARC metadata in your zine catalog. 
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^1	 	It should be noted that if you’re cataloging in Connexion, OCLC confusingly combines the Leader and the 008/Fixed Fields into one section.
^2	 	The definition of Cutter Number: “a method of representing words or names by using a decimal point followed first by a letter of the alphabet, then by one or more Arabic numerals. A Cutter number is read and sorted as a decimal number” (Library of Congress Cataloging Distribution Service, 2013a). 
^3	 	Although "No." is preferred to represent numbers, we like to use the # sign, since it doesn't interrupt the title in a catalog search. 
^4	 	Distro is the colloquial name of mail and email order distributors of zines and related materials, e.g. Sweet Candy Zine Distro, at http://sweetcandydistro.weebly.com. 
^5	 		 Musician and zine maker Sara Jaffe taught in Barnard's Pre-College Program and had her students make zines as their final project. 
^6	 	The TOC was brutally truncated, for the sake of our word count.
^7	 	 Too late?
^8	 	 We have much to say about the topic of LCSH, but we're not going to go into all of that here, other than to say the people who decide about LCSH have gone out of their way to hate on LGBTQ-related headings. Freedman blogs about it sometimes, so if this topic interests you, check out http://lowereastsidelibrarian.info/search/node/queer%20lcsh.
^9	 	In direct defiance of SACO deciding to replace Fanzines with Fan magazines, which just kills me. I'm not kidding. More on that on my blog at http://lowereastsidelibrarian.info/lcsh/2009/week35/fanzines. 
^10	 	In case this needs to be said, and we hope it doesn't, transgender women are women. 
^11	 	The size is in relation to a sheet of letter paper, in the US 8.5x11". Zines are sometimes made with legal sized sheets and are then designated as "half-legal," for example. 
^12	 	 There are advantages and disadvantages to cataloging zines as monographs or periodicals. For our collection, we found that the additional holdings fields for periodicals helped to give more information about the history of the zine, such as when we estimate it started or for how long it ran. This is a pretty personal choice for librarians to make, and all depends on the individual collection and librarian.
^13	 	At Barnard, we attempt to acquire two copies of each zine. The first is shelved in the climate-controlled, acid-free archives as a special collections item, and the second goes into the open stacks, where it is available for lending to Barnard and Columbia University affiliates as well as for interlibrary loan. 
